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The Indian Statistical Institute is now a member of the Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute (SICI), a binational
organization, that promotes understanding between India and Canada through academic activities and
exchanges. It acts as a bi-national network of leading academic institutions in generating linkages,
collaborations and information flow between scholars and Institutions in both India and Canadain terms of
different fellowships offered by both governments. SICI membership brings forth several benefits and
opportunities to the faculty and students of ISI. These are as follows;
 Student fellowships/ internships intended to encourage young scholars/ students.
 Opportunities for exposure in an international academic and research setting which brings lifelong
benefits to the individual trainees.
 Doctoral/ Post-Doctoral/ Student fellowship provides an excellent opportunity for the researchers to serve
as a medium whereby intellectual exchange can be the basis for cultural connection.
 Mobility programme designed for senior academicians/ educational administrators which provides an
opportunity for personal enrichment and professional development.
 Institutional Collaborative Research grants to encourage and promote collaborative research and
development between Indian and Canadian Institutions in the areas in which Indian Institutions can gain
and develop.
 Support for academic activities such as seminars, conferences and workshops in areas of interest.
The faculty and students of ISI are now eligible to apply for the following programmes.
 SICI Membership Development Fund (SMDF)
 Golden Jubilee Conference and Lecture Series Grant (GJCLSG)
 SRSF -Student Internship programme for undergraduates or integrated Masters Course
 Shastri Institutional Collaborative Research Grant (SICRG)
 Shastri Mobility Programme (SMP)
 Shastri Research Student Fellowship(SRSF)
 Shastri Membership Development Grant (SMDG)
 ShastriProgramme Development Grant (SPDG)
 Shastri Publication Grant (SPG)
 Shastri Faculty Development Programme For Vocational Education (SFDPVE)
 Shastri Covid-19 Pandemic Response Grant (SCPRG): Call for Innovative Solutions
 Shastri Research Grant (SRG): Special Competition
 Global Initiative for Academic Network (GIAN)
 Scheme for Promotion of Academic and Research Collaboration (SPARC)
 Shastri Scholar Travel Subsidy Grant (SSTSG)
 Shastri Student Internship Project (SSIP)
 Shastri Faculty Training and Internationalization Program (FTI)
For details, visit at: https://www.shastriinstitute.org/grants-awards-and-opportunities-for-indian-canadian-scholars
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